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p>The payday loan market, which emerged in the 1990s, involves storefront lenders
providing small loans of a few hundred dollars for one to two weeks for a â€œfeeâ€ of
15 percent to 20 percent. For example, a loan of $100 for two weeks might cost $20. On
an annualized basis, that amounts to an interest rate of 520 percent.,In exchange for the
cash, the borrower provides the lender with a postdated check or debit authorization. If a
borrower is unable to pay at the end of the term, the lender might roll over the loan to

another paydate in exchange for another $20.,One thing is clear: Demand for quick cash
by households considered high-risk to lenders is strong.
Stable demand for alternative credit sources means that when regulators target and rein in
one product, other, loosely regulated and often-abusive options pop up in its place.
Demand does not simply evaporate when there are shocks to the supply side of credit
markets.,Given these characteristics, it is easy to see that the typical payday borrower
simply does not have access to cheaper, better credit.,The empirical literature measuring
the welfare consequences of borrowing on a payday loan, including my own, is deeply
divided.,I concluded that among all of the regulatory strategies that states have
implemented, the one with a potential benefit to consumers was limiting the ease with
which the loans are rolled over.payday loans in md locations Consumersâ€™ failure to
predict or prepare for the escalating cycle of interest payments leads to welfare-damaging
behavior in a way that other features of payday loans targeted by lawmakers do not.,The
Consumer Financial Protection Bureauâ€™s changes to underwriting standards â€“ such
as the requirement that lenders verify borrowersâ€™ income and confirm borrowersâ€™
ability to repay â€“ coupled with new restrictions on rolling loans over will definitely
shrink the supply of payday credit, perhaps to zero.,The business model relies on the
stream of interest payments from borrowers unable to repay within the initial term of the
loan, thus providing the lender with a new fee each pay cycle. If and when regulators
prohibit lenders from using this business model, there will be nothing left of the
industry.,So if the payday loan market disappears, what will happen to the people who
use it?,These inveterate behavioral biases and systematic budget imbalances will not
cease when the new regulations take effect. So where will consumers turn once payday
loans dry up?,Oversight of payday loans is necessary, but enacting rules that will
decimate the payday loan industry will not solve any problems.
Demand for small, quick cash is not going anywhere. And because the default rates are so
high, lenders are unwilling to supply short-term credit to this population without big
benefits (i.e., high interest rates).,Consumers will always find themselves short of cash
occasionally. Low-income borrowers are resourceful, and as regulators play whack-amole and cut off one credit option, consumers will turn to the next best thing, which is
likely to be a worse, more expensive alternative.
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